
PARTS

1 Back Deck

2 Front Deck

3 “C” Shape Legs

4 Bent Legs - Direction important, see Step 1.

5 Bracket Legs

FITTINGS

A 35mm Allen Key Bolt (black)

B 20mm Bolt (silver)

C 45mm Bolt (silver)

D 65mm Bolt (silver)

E Nuts (four silver and two black)

F Spanner

G Allen Key

STEP 1

Attach the Bent Legs (4) to the Front Deck (2) using bolts “C” and two of the silver 

nuts (E). Tighten until the U-shaped bracket grips the frame.

When doing this ensure the bent leg is bent towards the rear of the frame, as shown 

on the diagram.



STEP 2

Attach the Bracket Legs (5) to the Front Deck (2) using the four “B” bolts.

Ensure these legs are positioned at the back of the slot, away from the front edge of 

the frame (as shown on the diagram).

STEP 3

Lie the Back Deck (1) flat on the floor next to the Front Deck (2).

Join the two decks together using the two “A” bolts and two black nuts (E).

Ensure the metal “kicker” is lifted up into position (as shown on the diagram) 

before joining the decks. This allows the kicker to dangle down freely when the 

base is upright.



STEP 4

Attach the “C” Shape Legs (3) to the Back Deck (1) using the “D” bolts and two 

silver nuts (E).

STEP 5

Flip the frame so it is the right way up.

This completes the construction of the metal frame. Now move on to the wooden 

components.





STEP 1

Attach the Drawer Sides (6) and Central Strut (8) to the Drawer Front (4) using the 

wooden dowels (already in place).

STEP 2

Slide the Drawer Ply (5) into position between the Drawer Sides (6).

STEP 2A

Screw the Drawer Sides (6) into place on the Drawer Front (4) using four of the 

screws provided.



STEP 3

Position the Drawer Back (7) and attach o the Darwer Sides (6) using the remain-

ing four screws. Also, attach to the Central Strut (8) using one of the “B” bolts.

Make sure the screws bite into the centre of the Drawer Back and go in parallel 

with the top of the Drawer Back to avoid splintering.

STEP 4

Using the remaining three “B” bolts, attach the Front Rail (3) to the front bar of the 

metal frame.

STEP 5

Attach the two Front Legs (2) to the front metal legs of the frame using the “C” 

bolts.

Ensure the shaped corner is on the bottom, inside edge (as shown on the diagram).



STEP 6

Attach the four “T” Brackets to the “C” Shape Legs using the four “D” Bolts. 

Leave loose to allow slight movement when attaching the wooden arms.

There is an additional diagram for this step on the next page.

STEP 7

Attach the Arms (1) to the “T” Brackets using bolts “A”, ensuring the holes on the 

arms are positioned closest to the front (see diagram).

When all bolts are in position, tighten all the bolts (but not overly) including the 

“D” bolts from step 6 above.




